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Developers in Southern California often hire environmental consultants to check for rare plants and endangered animals
on land where they want to build. 
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Fences and signs warn people
not to disturb wildlife near
Aguanga. 

Environmental reviews are required before local governments decide whether to approve projects or set conditions for
approval. 

But some environmentalists and biologists say allowing developers to control the process of locating species that could
stand in the way of building their projects is a dubious practice. 

The responsibility for preparing objective environmental reports belongs to the government, said Gary Patton, executive
director of The Planning and Conservation League, an environmental lobbying group. "Delegating that to an interested
party is a fundamental conflict of interest." 

Riverside County and several other Southern California counties maintain lists of qualified consultants for developers to
choose from, but developers do the hiring. 

San Bernardino and Ventura counties hire consultants directly and bill developers for the cost. 

The biological surveys eventually become public information so the work can be scrutinized. 

Erik Lunde, managing member of Saddleback Development of Newport Beach, said that in today's regulatory environment,
he doubts consultants can skew their findings. Saddleback wants to build in Horsethief Canyon, north of Lake Elsinore. 

"Today, with everything being so transparent ... there's going to be a paper trail," Lunde said. "There are so many checks
and balances, the only way I can see something (wrong) getting through is if it's accidental." 

Reviews and Watchdogs 

Riverside County Assistant Planning Director Ron Goldman said reviews by multiple departments, as well as
environmental groups acting as watchdogs, prevent incorrect information from getting into documents. 

Still, some environmentalists say consultants can be pressured to withhold information. 

University of California natural resource specialist Tom Scott recalled that when he was a biological consultant 25 years



ago, a San Diego County developer pressured him and a fellow consultant to revise their report. 

The developer didn't want a 50-foot buffer between his proposed housing and a woodland biologists had found. 

"We refused to change our report," Scott said, and the developer found another consultant. "That experience sat with me
for a very long time." 

Regulators say consultants are supposed to report what they find, but no law requires it, and no penalty is imposed for not
doing so. 

The onus is on local agencies -- counties, cities -- to make sure developers supply all the information their consultants
collect and ensure it's accurate and complete, said Steve Martarano, a California Department of Fish and Game
spokesman. If it's not, they can require that the report be revised, or reject the project. 

Confidentiality Agreements 

Another concern is the confidentiality agreements that many developers use, barring their consultants from discussing their
findings. 

The practice defeats the goal of environmental reviews, said Kassie Siegel, a lawyer for the Center for Biological
Diversity environmental group. "It's a public process," she said. 

A consultant who signs a confidentiality agreement can't expose wrongdoing, said Los Angeles County prosecutor Janet
Moore, whose key witness against a developer had signed one and couldn't testify. The case was settled when the
developer donated land for the conservation of a rare flower. 

A consultant who violated a confidentiality agreement could be personally sued, said Moore, director of central
operations for the Los Angeles County district attorney's office. 

Steve Lilburn, president of Lilburn Corp. environmental consultants in San Bernardino, said confidentiality agreements
are not uncommon. They are needed to protect proprietary information from competitors, he said. 

For example, a landowner trying to attract a big-box retailer could lose out if a competing landowner learned that an
endangered species had been found, and lured the retailer away. 

Environmental surveys eventually become public when the draft environmental report is filed with the county or city,
Lilburn said. 

But that doesn't reassure some who say that consultants are under economic pressure to please the developers who hire
them. 

"Bio-consulting ... is a for-profit industry," said Gerald Braden, a research biologist with the San Bernardino County
Museum. "If you don't give them what they want, are you going to get return business?" 

Preventive Measures 

Some Southern California counties have taken steps to avoid such conflicts of interest and to ensure that developers and
consultants don't withhold information. 

San Bernardino, Riverside, Los Angeles and Ventura counties have staff biologists who independently survey for rare
plants and animals or do peer-review on the work of consultants. 

In Los Angeles County, developer and consultant must sign agreements with the county promising not to withhold
information, said Daryl Koutnik, supervising regional planner. 

Some planners don't believe such agreements ensure consultants' independence. 

"Most professional planners feel the need to do independent review" of environmental reports, said Pete Parkinson, a
California chapter vice president with the American Planning Association, a network of land-use planners, citizens and
elected officials. 
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Three years ago, state legislation was introduced that sought to require counties to prepare environmental reports or to
hire consultants directly to do them. 

The bill would have barred developers from making confidentiality agreements with consultants. 

That would have ensured that consultants work for the public benefit, not for the benefit of developers, said former
Assemblywoman Hannah-Beth Jackson, D-Santa Barbara, the bill's author. 

Opposition from developers killed the bill, she said. 

Reach Cassie MacDuff at 909-806-3068 or cmacduff@PE.com 
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